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Global warming has become a worldwide issue and the topic is on the 
agenda of many international conferences and congresses. This problem 
also concerns the Cuban authorities and its people and, in fact, this 
Caribbean island is one place where the change is being felt. As we are 
about to end the year, when a cold front should have already hit the 
Island, temperatures are still almost as high as they were in summer, in 
the months of July and August. Hence, Cuban beaches are full of Cubans 
and visitors enjoying the tropical heat in the sand and water.

In this last edition for 2015, Cubaplus brings you an article on Cuban 
beaches, highlighting how tourists can not only take advantage of the 
warm coastal waters, but can also enjoy many recreational activities such 

sports.
Included is an article on the work of Alberto Korda, the internationally 

renowned photographer who immortalized the snapshot of the heroic 
guerrilla, Ernesto Che Guevara. Korda also captured the undersea world, 

Yovani Caisés, prominent Cuban artist from the province of Holguin, is 
present in this edition, along with photographer John Harden and Luciano 
Mendez, one of the most important collectors of Cuban contemporary art.

This issue highlights the 60th anniversary of the popular Cuban band 
Elito Revé y su Charangon and includes an article on the Drum Festival, to 
be held from February 28 to March 6, 2016, as well as and a report on 

The Habanos Festival 2016 will take place from February 29 to March 
4, 2016, and you can read the interview with Petra Yolanda, cigar roller 
celebrating her milestone 50th anniversary in the profession along with 
Cohiba cigars’ 50th birthday.

As always, Cubaplus includes other stories of interest about education, 
sports and the customary article on Cuban cuisine.

I want to wish all of our readers all the best for the New Year ahead, 
with lots of health and many successes both personally and professionally.

Yours truly,
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Cuba’s 
Beaches

Sandy white, gray and golden 
beaches stand out against 
the turquoise blue sea; calm 
waters near a mountain top 
hide the inner beauty of its 
seabed. The Island’s shores, 

magical waves.
The keys that surround the Island are a cap-

to that of the lands discovered by the Great 

To wake up, go to the window and look out 
at the unique, tropical blue sea....there is no 

is an everyday experience, and tourists can 
experience this not only by staying at beach 
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resorts, but also at the most luxurious hotel 
in town, or in a relaxing and cozy mountain 
lodge. The sea is a living presence and on the 
few occasions that you cannot see it, you can 
smell it, feel it..
Depending on one’s tastes and preferences, 

one can travel from busy tourist resorts to 

trips are available on yachts or catamarans, 

then arm yourself with scuba gear to venture 

reefs in one of the most extraordinary, best 
preserved underwater landscapes in the 
world.
Cuba, the largest Caribbean island, has more 

than 300 natural beaches renowned for their 

rifying winds, and its warm water tempera
tures range from 24ºC  to 29ºC . Cuba has 
an average of 330 sunny days yearly and 

As a general feature, Cuban beaches have 
unparallelled transparency, and especially 
on the northern coast, they are protected 
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Doctor and professor Jose Luis Perelló 
of the University of Havana’s Faculty 

-
-

nions, work which he describes as “data 
mining”.

For him, Cuba is very close to being the Caribbean’s top tou-

Perelló says that up to the end of October 2015, visitor arri-
vals from abroad had registered a rise of 18.2 percent over 
the 2.4 million tourists that arrived in the same period the 
previous year. 
The specialist draws on many relevant sources to uphold 

his opinion that this archipelago is close to being the apex of 
-

other research centers. 

plans for the future and the interest of travelers, above all 
from the United States.
A recent tourism conference held in September in St. 

-
-

ted Cuba’s future impact in the Caribbean region. With 
the chimes of those bells the Caribbean’s twenty four  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Havana and its bay are about to be transformed into a major 
hub for the zone. 

-
-

rably increase arrivals. 
All this could well lead to Havana becoming the tourist capi-

tal of the Caribbean.
The academic is also hopeful about the increasing arrival 

each. These ships can circumnavigate the island and dock 
at more than one Cuban port. Cruise company Carnival for 
example has already announced that its ships will travel to 
Havana in 2016.
CHTA has called on the island states to draw up a plan, in-

cluding a proposal to meet with Cuba’s tourist sector and 
formulate joint strategies and develop multi-destination 
products. 
The cruise ship sector is seeing yearly growth of ten per-

The Jewel in the Caribbean Crown?

A Cuban academic says the 
island may soon become the 
Caribbean’s leading tourist 
destination.

Cuba
By Roberto F. Campos  /  Photos: Manuel Muñoa and Publicitur

Professor Jose Luis Perelló.
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with 39.5% concentrated in the Bahamas area. Sin-

some 23 million cruise ship passengers each year.
In Perelló’s words, “the panorama of Caribbean trips 

will be changed forever,” and he insists that cruiser 
companies like Royal Caribbean Cruises, Carnival, 
NCL, Costa Cruises, MSC, Pearl Seas and Cruises Uni-
ted Caribbean Line already have contact with Cuba.
Growing numbers of US visitors, as well as more Cu-

Cuban tourist sector. North American tourists make 
up the largest segment of visitors to the island, with 
54.2% of all arrivals coming from the area. Canadian 
tourism to Cuba in 2015 is up 12.8% on last year, and 
visits of Cuban expatriates to the island have increa-
sed by 4.3% in the same period. 

abroad arrived between January and October 2015. 
Numbers of Canadians showed an accumulated 
growth of 13.8%, equal to 1.78 million visitors. Cu-

-

-

to receive up to 5.4 million visitors from all over the 
world. 
At present, the main Cuban hotel chains - Cubanacan, 

-

management contracts and joint ventures. Between 

available to tourists in private homes and guesthou-

areas.
It is projected that by 2030, Cuba will have 134,300 

-
city of 273,500 rooms.
Perelló says Cuba has all the elements in place to 

be able to lead Caribbean tourism in a few years, 

highlighted by foreign visitors in surveys: Cuban cul-
ture and the Cuban people themselves.
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Guamá
The Precious Lagoon

By Roberto Campos  /  Photos: Publicitur
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Established more than 50 years 
ago and rich in greenery, foliage 
and nature, the Guamá eco-
tourist center lies at the heart of a 

The Laguna del Tesoro (Treasure Lagoon) 
enchants both Cuban and foreign visitors with its 

Situated in the Ciénaga de Zapata swamplands 

to the south of the western Cuban province of 
Matanzas, Guamá is according to experts the most 

the largest such freshwater body in Cuba, and the 

Legend has it the lagoon got its name in the 16th 

century when the Spanish Conquest arrived at 

people are said to have thrown their most 

www.cubaplusmagazine.com 19
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However, the greatest treasure here is undoubtedly nature 
itself on the islands that form the tourist resort. Timber built 
bridges connect wooded paths, and thatch-roofed cabins are 

The so called Taina Village is a must-see here - a group of 

aspects of their daily life. It is a true work of art by a renowned 

extra spark of life to every precious moment of a stay in this 
enchanted oasis.
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Are you interested in acquiring an elegant 
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-

-

-
 

equestrian art, dressage and training, as well as blacks-

 

-

-
-

-

-
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A -

CubaPlus 

 

-

-

Luciano Méndez,

the Art of 
Living with Art

By Mercy Ramos
Photos: José (Tito) Meriño and courtesy of the interviewee

Flying in Company, 
oil, collage, canvas

125 X 89.5 - 2006

We’re not animals (series) 
oil / canvas
160 X 120 - 2011
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Although 
Luciano Méndez, 

Representative Director 
of the Sabadell Bank  

in Cuba, is not an  
artist, the blood that 

runs through his veins 
is indeed that of an 

artist because for 
him, art is a human 

being’s most sincere 
expression.

 
Cuban contemporary art, with about 300 pieces from 

-

-

S/T - Crayon and oil paint on canvas
184 X 244 - 2012 

Accumulation (Malecon series) 
Acrylic  / canvas -  200 X 300 - 2011

The Delivery, 
acrylic  / canvas
200 X 130 - 2011
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-

 

 

Sweet waters, 
clear waters

Acrylic / canvas
85 X 100 - 2012

The Diosdado faithful boat (Joys and sorrows of the malecon series)
Oil / canvas
100 X 93 - 2008
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Precision in drawing,  the 
excellent handling of pig-
ments and an intelligent 

to modernity are cha-

Yovani Caisés Almaguer (Holguín, 1974), an 

between academics, experience and inspi-

-

Drawing, Engraving, Photography and Sculp-

sacred art, and he was even called to par-

Yovani Caisés 
Almaguer’s Paths

Photos: Courtesy of the interviewee

 S/T - 200 x 200 cm
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Los evangelistas y 

-

-
-

-

 (Pro-

 S/T - 075 x 170 cm

 S/T -  120 x 200 cm
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 S/T - 218 x 218 cm

 S/T - 100 x 100 cm
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“School gives you a complete basic training 

baroque ... and from there one obtains the 

Cubaplus.

-
-

Puerto Rico.

 S/T - 180 x 180 cm

Contact us
Yovani Caisés – Noemí Díaz

Phone: +53 7260 2976 / Cel:  +53 5274 3175
Email: caise@gmail.com
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At last... 
the sea!

From below.

The world of the future, 1967.

Brazilian coral .

Korda
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Brazilian coral .

(Cuba-1963).
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On July 4, 2013 to celebrate the prominent 
-

-
 

Roncos.

Tubastraea Coccinea.

 Fishes .

Verongia marine 
sponge.
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The photos exhibited, taken between 1963 
and 1978, were obviously not produced with 
the technology available to underwater photo-
graphers today, but they were made with the 

-
pacity to turn even the sea bed into art. 

-
vely on underwater photography so, to para-

“At last... the sea!”

Coral bouquet .

Marine tube 

Sabellidae 
family.
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For music lovers across the pla-
net Cuban rhythms are like love 

-

 

changüi -
son

changüi
-

told Cubaplus

-

 

 

-

Elio Revé Matos.
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Elito Revé 
y su Charangón

By Reina Magdariaga Larduet
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-

A New Phase Follows a Tragedy

changüi

-

-

-
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the creator of the group. With this album we did a 
European tour from the 4th to the 23rd of November, 
performing in France, Spain, Italy, and other coun-
tries. It is thanks to the people of Cuba that we can 

that have worked hard to keep up with changüi.”

market, also celebrates the stages it has shared with 
performers the likes of India Arie, Michael McDonald, 
Nancy Wilson, Beres Hammond, Cassandra Wilson 
and Bobby Womack, among others.”
According to Elito, this group has remained healthy 

throughout its 60 years. “There are not many groups 
that can stay young for that long.”  
“Through Cubaplus, I’d like to express that Cuba re-

presents a lot for me. Thanks to my people, this music 
has spread across the world,” points out the leader of 
Elito Revé y su Charangón.

that is known throughout the world, and I decided to 
incorporate new elements to it without compromising 
its original musical concept; and,” he concludes, “here 
it is... rich and vibrant.”
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Fweek of March, the city of Hava-
-

-
-
-

-

-

-

-

-
-

-

Havana’s 15th Rhythm and Dance Festival 
‘Fiesta del  Tambor’  & KoSA Cuba’s Percussion Workshop: 

set to be another sizzling HOT edition!
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a fantasy come true. It is a true Canadian-Cuban co-

-
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December 1st is San Eloy 
Day (patron saint of 
jewellers and silvers-
miths in the world) and 
on this day the “Soy 
Luz” (I Am Light) pro-

ject was born. This project brings together 

to make a fashion statement that recogni-

of each creator, a common purpose and re-

Rodríguez Benítez, Iván Abrahantes Delgado, 

-

the Perfect 
Sensation of the 

Jewel that 
You Are

By María Mercedes Pérez
Images courtesy of  SOY Luz Project

Photos by: Claudia Hernández Cabrera
Models:  Sabrina Sansón

Lorena González

Y Yaniel
Rodríguez
Benítez

Silver 
with 
enamel

Silver 
950
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de jewellery represent is the result of dedica-

and modernity in each piece.  It is an exercise 
-

and dreams.

-

A Iván
Abrahantes
Delgado

Silver 
with 
black coral

Silver 
with 
black coral
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ver a wide spectrum, ranging from designs in 

made with corals from the Cuban sea.

T Thelvia
López
Marín

Silver with 
semiprecious 
stones 

Silver 
with 
abalone 

Silver with 
cultured 
pearls
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J Julio Andrés

Campos
Vandama

It is for all of these reasons that we now give you 
the unique opportunity to create, think and expe-
rience the beam of light through these pieces and 
that you, as part of them, can create.

Silver 
and 
turquoise 

Silver 
and 
turquoise 

Silver 
930 
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María Mercedes Pérez Ramírez
Soy Luz 

C César
Villalón
Cotilla

Silver 
950 

Silver 
950 

Silver 
950 
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BOGA
Prestige and Consolidation 
in Cuban Apparel By Cira César Rodríguez
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T -
-
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-

Cubaplus -
-

-
-

 

-

-

-

-

-
-

Joint ventures to expand markets

-

-

Ricardo Astorga Aedo, Business Manager.
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John Harden
Cuba through an English lens 

J -

-

-

-
 

By Cosset Lazo Pérez  /  Photos courtesy John Harden
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Deadly Embrace   -  80 x 54 cm

When Autumn
Leaves....

150 x 100 cm

Mysteries
106 x 70 cm

100 x 100 cm
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Sightless
80 x 54 cm

In the Languages of Gods  -  132 x 90 cm

www.cubaplusmagazine.com60

CONTACT US
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132 x 90 cm

The Elders
132 x 90 cm

Roots -  106 x 80 cm

www.cubaplusmagazine.com 61

-

-

-

-

-

En la som-
bra de la Ceiba

-

-

-
Luz y Malecón 

-

-
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Veraniegas
Islazul Beach Houses
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The Islazul Hospitality Business Group is 
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The 33rd

the 2nd th

-

-

-
-
-

-
-

-

FIHAV 2015

By Cira Rodríguez César
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From left: Dominic Soave, General Manager Cubaplus Magazine; José Raúl Daniel Alonso, 
Director of Business Tourism; Alejandro Salabarría, Marketing Cubaplus Magazine; Cana-
dian Ambassador to Cuba Yves Gagnon; Cuba’s Tourism Minister Manuel Marrero and Cuban 
farmer Pepín.

Cuba’s Tourism Minister, 
Manuel Marrero and Canadian 
Ambassador to Cuba, 
Yves Gagnon, inaugurated the 
Canada Pavilion at FIHAV 2015.
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Cuba’s 
Pineapple 
Province

By Neisa Mesa

Ciego de Ávila:

www.cubaplusmagazine.com68
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The pineapple, a fruit closely 
associated with the province of Ciego 
de Ávila, is making a comeback.
The territory has over one hundred 

years of agriculture experience and 
with vast stretches of land dedicated 

 
 

of the fruit.

is very popular among European consumers, 

Ávila’s farmland.

around the world because it is juicier and sweeter. 

grown variety in the red soil of Ciego with its high 
iron content, a program is being implemented to 

The greatest fruit yield was in 1991 with a harvest 

The program also aims to boost juice and nectar 

The pineapple is the sweet symbol of agriculture of 

east of Havana, and the fruit is honored annually at 

 

and refreshing 
piña colada is 
made with 

pineapple juice, 
1 ounce of 
coconut milk, 
half an ounce of 
Havana Club 

crushed ice.
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T -
-

U.S. and Cuban 
Natural History Museums 

Form Closer Ties
By Alfredo Boada
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“The Natural History Museum of Cuba has, throughout its 
own history, played a fundamental part in bringing together 

-
sis,” said Dr. Porzencanski.

-
-

-

of the professionals at the museums to society, learning, edu-

-

-
-

tems that allow us to undertake research unimaginable ten 
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She explained that the American Natural History Museum 

“spiritually humble,” manages an important 33 million pie-

She said that amongst their current temporary exhibi-
-

derstanding the meteorological aspects of cyclones and 

-
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The Cuban Wushu School was founded 
in 1995 by Master Roberto Vargas 
Lee

In-
Chinese 

-

-

Roberto Vargas Lee.
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In its 16 years of existence, the Cuban Wushu School has been 

events, mainly in China. To date its students have won thirty-
-

presence of Chinese President Xu Jintao and other prominent 
-

formed with Shaolin Monastery monks on two occasions in 
Havana.

-

-

maintain the technical excellence of the School’s curriculum.
-
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and valuable tools for the development Wushu in Cuba. It has 
also received the support of the Chinese Embassy in Havana. 

-
sited the School on many occasions, and invited the School to 

at other sites across the capital and in other provinces, so 
-

-

-
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Cigars and 
Milestone Anniversaries

COHIBA
By Mercy Ramos

Photos: José Meriño and courtesy of the interviewee
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To say ‘Cohiba’ is to refer to one 
of the best Habano cigars, and 
2016 marks half a century since 

another more personal cigar-re-

For this highly experienced cigar roller, it is an 

In an exclusive interview with Cubaplus -
landa Medina Gonzalez explained how she got into 

“I was a nursing student but I wasn’t doing well 
because I didn’t really like the profession; so when 

tobacco world and found that it is my true passion, 
that’s why I say that if I were to be born again I 
would come into this world as a cigar roller, without 

Currently making habanos at the Melia Habana 

the world teaching cigar rolling and about cigar 

Cuban woman cigar roller to have traveled to France 

that she explains the world of tobacco and the steps 
involved in rolling a good habano to customers and 

kinds of cigars and even managed to set a Guinness 

world’s longest smokable habano when she rolled 

this job is to enjoy what you are doing and to have 

habano that I have made, I know that he is enjoying 
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LThe elite Cohiba cigar brand was born 
in Cuba in 1966. The name Cohiba comes 
from the indigenous language of the 

roll made from tobacco leaves which they 
referred to as ‘cohíba’.

is very special. It is only grown in a few 

in the western Cuban province of Pinar 
del Río.

only for diplomats and in 1982 three types 
of Cohiba cigars were introduced in the 

and Panetelas. In 1989 three others 

La Línea Clásica 
(the Classic line.) 

 
the discovery of America.
The Cohiba Maduro 5 line has as its 

the leaves used for this cigar go through 

worldwide launch. 

among habanos. The medio Tiempo 

it one of the most in demand lines on the 

 
to both Cuba’s pride and the delight  
of the brand’s devotees.
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Cuba’s 25th -

-

-

Cuba’s 25th  
International 
Book Fair

A Major 
  Event

www.cubaplusmagazine.com84

By Damián Estrada
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In other important book fair news, Uruguayan Foreign 

th

-
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Address: Calle 44 #502,esquina 5ta avenida, Playa, La Habana, Cuba.
Phones: +537 203 5837 / +537 209 6977
Email: smc@smcsalud.cu

Facebook: Comercializadora de Servicios Médicos Cubanos, S.A.
Twiter: @SMCSaludCuba
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Every year hundreds of Cuban students 
graduate from the university level com-
puter engineering course.
In spite of a scarcity of resources and 

enforcement of the over 50-year old US 

system.
For more than a decade now, the University of Compu-

ter Sciences (UCS) has been producing a broad range of 

economic and service sectors within the country.

-

 
-

UCS is similarly engaged in computerizing and automa-

health service and the judicial system, as well as the  
development of search engines.
The university is currently seeking to place its leading 

-
ve training center and a computer product and service  
exporter.

important training centers. Thousands of computer  

 
-

nessman needs to be shown to the world.

that has undertaken renowned projects in the US, Hong 

Cuba 
Establishes 
Presence
in Software 
Industry
By Alfredo Boada

www.cubaplusmagazine.com88
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Kong, and Central America for over 20 years. He spoke 
 

-

-

 
-
-

-
-

 

 

 

-
-

 

-
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Saturday night, the aroma of roasted pork can 

walking on the main Bayamo strip. 
Nearly two centuries ago that smell was a 

among themselves: those who preferred roast pork were the 

those who opted for turkey were supporters of the crown.

Bayamesa 
Cuisine

By Domingo Cuza Pedrera
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best. It was important to replenish the Spanish ships 

conquest of the New World. 
Even today, the casabe made in the region is known as 

‘casaberos’ riding through the city on their bikes.

-
-
-

smoked meats on the barbecue.  First the aboriginals 
and the Spaniards then the smugglers and pirates all 

longaniza sausages originated here.

brought over from Africa and Asia. With all of these 

As survivors of the wars of independence, our great-

mamoncillo stew, fried ripe mangoes and mambisa 

this day.

but also in cuisine.
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Expansive medical disco-
veries, universal health 
care, and a massive 
annual output of highly 
trained doctors is only a 

health community. 

-

-
-
-

-
-

over 100 doctors.

humanitarian assistance through the aid 

-
-

-
-

Socially conscious and diverse, The 
-

offers medical training directly to stu-
-

Free of charge for the majority of its 

medical students.
-

-
plained Joshua Johnson.

-
versity and is currently going into his se-

By Moriah Ray and Jasmine Hall

Doctors 
for the World
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enables its students to build an interna-
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-

-

-

-

-
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